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THE MUSEUM: ITS CLASSICAL
ETYMOLOGY AND RENAISSANCE

GENEALOGY
PAULA FINDLEN

This essay investigates the social and linguistic construction o/musaeum in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century culture. As a
concept which expressed a pattern of activity transcending the strict confines of museum itself, the idea o/musaeum was an apt
metaphor for the encyclopaedic tendencies of the age. Mediating between public and private space, between the humanistic notion
of collecting as a textual strategy and the social demands of prestige and display fulfilled by a collection, musaeum was an
epistemological structure which encompassed a variety of ideas, images and institutions that were central to late Renaissance
culture.

It is never a waste of time to study the history of a word.

LUCIEN FEBVRE

'MUSEUM,' wrote the Jesuit Claude Clemens, 'most
accurately is the place where the Muses dwell.'1 To
investigate the museums of the late Renaissance, we
must first begin with the word itself. Musaeum. How
did it function in contemporary usage and to what
sort of structures—intellectual, institutional and
otherwise—did it allude? On a general level, this
study explores the ways in which musaeum structured
significant aspects of sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century culture. As a concept which expressed a
pattern of activity transcending the strict confines of
museum itself, the idea of musaeum was an apt
metaphor for the encyclopaedic tendencies of the
period. Most compelling about the usage of the term
musaeum was its ability to be inserted into a wide
range of discursive practices. Linguistically, musaeum
was a bridge between social and intellectual life,
moving effortlessly between these two realms, and in
fact pointing to the fluidity and instability of
categories such as 'social' and 'intellectual', and
'public' and 'private', as they were defined during the
late Renaissance. From a philological standpoint, its
peculiar expansiveness allowed it to cross and con-
fuse the intellectual and philosophical categories of
bibliotheca, thesaurus, and pandechion with visual con-
structs such as cornucopia and gazophylacium, and
spatial constructs such as studio, casino, cabinet/
gabinetto, galleria and theatro, creating a rich and
complex terminology that described significant
aspects of the intellectual and cultural life of early
modern Europe while alluding to its social configura-
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tion.2 Mediating between private and public space,
between the monastic notion of study as a contem-
plative activity, the humanistic notion of collecting as
a textual strategy and the social demands of prestige
and display fulfilled by a collection, musaeum was an
epistemological structure which encompassed a
variety of ideas, images and institutions that were
central to late Renaissance culture.

My purpose here is to consider the social and
cultural definitions of musaeum and the vocabulary of
collecting. In organizing my discussion initially
around the language of collecting and then around
the conceptual spheres within which such terms
circulated, I base my work on the premise that a
detailed socio-linguistic analysis of certain key
words—in this instance those encompassing the
experience of collecting—provides insight into the
cultural processes of past societies.

The word musaeum, however, is merely a starting
point: a means of entering a wide range of philo-
sophical discussions of knowing, perceiving and
classifying that emerged in the humanistic and ency-
clopaedic traditions which collectors embraced and
ultimately transformed during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Through this approach, a
manifest taxonomy of terms emerges. Although
scores of words described collecting, collections and
museum-like activities, no one term was as compre-
hensive as musaeum itself. While the rich and
variegated vocabulary of collecting emerged from a
multitude of social practices and intellectual tradi-
tions, the use of these terms was regulated by their
relationship to musaeum—the most expansive model
for the activity of collecting. The idea of musaeum
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provided the syntax in which the grammar of collect-
ing could be played out; to borrow Baudrillard's
phrase, it was structured as 'an immense combin-
atorial matrix of types and models' that expanded, as
needed, to incorporate the new and diverse para-
digms of collecting which arose.3

Examining a word as rich and complex as
museum—a word very much in transition during this
period—we learn much about the society that trans-
formed its definition and the territorial implications
of its usage. For the museum was certainly an attempt
to make sense of the collector's environment; hence
its structure was inherently dependent on contem-
porary discursive practices. As Robert Harbison
argues, the museum was—and still is—an 'eccentric
space', a setting peculiarly susceptible to the cultural
strategies of its creators.4 As a repository of past
activities, created in the mirror of the present, the
museum was above all a dialectical structure which
served as a meeting point in which the historical
claims of the present were invoked in memory of the
past.

Our current use of the term 'museum' places it
entirely within the public and institutional domain.
Yet the original usage emphasized its private and
exclusionary functions. The transition of the museum
from private to public, from an exclusive to an inclus-
ive construct, in a period in which the relationship
between 'private' and 'public' activity was signi-
ficantly redefined,5 suggests that the museum did
not evolve in isolation, but was deeply and pro-
foundly formulated by the pattern of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century society.

The Humanists rediscover the Muses

'At last my little Museum merits such a name,' wrote
Giacomo Scafili to Athanasius Kircher upon receipt
of his book, 'now rich and complete with the
Musurgia, the great work and gift of you, Father; even
if there were nothing else in it save for this lone book,
it could rightfully be called the room of the Muses
[stanza delle Muse] because the book contains them
all."

The etymology of museum is itself a fascinating
subject for study. While the practice of collecting
emerged primarily in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, we need to understand its background to
appreciate the role of medieval and early Renaissance
learning in setting the stage for the widespread
appearance of museums in the early modern period.
Rejecting the classification of the collection at the

Roman College as a galleria, a term referring primar-
ily to its physical organization and to collections
'made solely for their magnificence', the Jesuit
Filippo Bonanni, who restored Athanasius Kircher's
museum to its original splendour at the end of the
seventeenth century, explained:

Nor is the collection in question here of this kind, because it
is improperly named Galleria. One should more properly
say Museo, a term originating from the Greek according to
Pliny, which means the same as Dominiculum Musis dicatum
pro diversorio erudilorunt, which Strabo refers to in his last
book, apudAlexandriam fuisse Museum celebratissimum. Spartan
discusses it in his life of Adrian, saying: Apud Alexandriam in
Musio multas questiones Professoribus proposuit . . . or, as
musaeum alludes, one says a place dedicated to the Muses

7

Originally musaeum had two definitions. It was most
traditionally the place consecrated to the Muses (locus
musts sacer), a mytiiological setting inhabited by the
nine goddesses of poetry, music, and the liberal arts.8

'They are called Muses,' wrote the Chevalier de
Jaucourt, 'from a Greek word which signifies "to
explain the mysteries", /zvsiv, because they have
taught men very curious and important things which
are from there brought to the attention of the vulgar.'
And, as the Encyclopedie article continued, 'The name
of Muses, goddesses and protectresses of the Fine
Arts, was uncontestably the source of museum."
More specifically, musaeum referred to the famous
library at Alexandria, the fiovotiov described by
Strabo, which served as a research centre and con-
gregating point for the scholars of the classical
world.10 Even in its original usage, musaeum was
transformed into an institutional setting in which the
cultural resources of a community were ordered and
assembled, implying that the classical writers too had
recognized the expansiveness of museum as a
category of experience.

The fact that the classical conception of museum
did not confine itself either spatially or temporally
was important for its later usage. As Pliny and Varro
remind us, nature was the primary haunt of the
Muses, and therefore a 'museum' in the most literal
sense. Pliny's conflation of grotto and museum in his
Natural History further emphasized the image of
museum as a potentially pastoral setting, a contem-
plative place found in nature." Given the passion for
constructing grottoes in the gardens of Renaissance
Europe, it is obvious that nature's potential to be
perceived as a museum expanded in the intricate
interplay between art and nature that unfolded in the
famous gardens—Boboli, Bomarzo and Pratolino to
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cite only a few—of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.12

In a seminal study of late Renaissance and Baroque
culture entitled L 'Anti-Rinascimento, Eugenio Battisti
characterized the garden as a 'conceptual system."3

The same might well be said of the museum as it
evolved during this period; in its crystallization as a
category which incorporated and ultimately unified a
variety of—from our own perspective—seemingly
disparate activities, the museum was indeed a central
organizing principle for cultural activity by the late
sixteenth century. It was a conceptual system through
which collectors interpreted and explored the world
they inhabited. 'Those places in which one venerated
the Muses were called Museums,' explained
Teodoro Bondini in his preface to the 1677 catalogue
of Ferdinando Cospi's museum in Bologna. 'Like-
wise I know you will have understood that, although a
great portion of the Ancients approved of the name
Muse only for the guardianship of Song and Poetry,
none the less many others wished to incorporate all
knowledge under such a name.'14 Thus the museum,
as the nexus of all disciplines, became an attempt to
preserve, if not fully to reconstitute, the encyclo-
paedic programme of the classical and medieval
world, translated into the humanist projects of the
sixteenth century, and later die pansophic vision of
universal wisdom that was a leitmotif of seventeenth-
and early eighteenth-century culture.

If musaeum was indeed a place consecrated to the
Muses, dien the Renaissance itself can be described
as a 'museum'; more than any odier period, the
cultural and intellectual programmes of the period
from the fourteenth to the seventeenth century
manifested an overwhelming concern with the very
disciplines patronized by the Muses. Tellingly,
musaeum was a term little used during the Middle
Ages; at best it was related to the idea of stadium, for it
does not seem to have had any independent meaning
of its own, save for scattered references to its classical
roots, until the late sixteenth century. As Liliane
Chatelet-Lange points out in her study of sculpture
collections, as late as the sixteenth century musee did
not appear in any French dictionary.15 In reviving the
liberal arts, the humanists self-consciously placed
themselves in the grove of the Muses, creating
'museums' as they did so, to stress their direct ties
with ancient wisdom. 'Almost all other rich men
support servants of pleasure,' wrote Marsilio Ficino
to Lorenzo de' Medici regarding his patronage of
humanists, 'but you support priests of the Muses.'16

References to the Muses are abundant in the texts of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 'The wood-
land pleases the Muses,' observed Petrarch, 'the city
is hostile to the poets.'17 The attitude that decreed it
necessary to separate oneself from public life in order
fully to engage in intellectual activity—a monastic
ideal translated into the language of humanism-
persisted well into the sixteenth century. As August-
ine queried of Petrarch in their imagined dialogue in
Petrarch's Secretum:

Do you remember with what delight you used to wander in
the depth of the country? . . . Never idle, in your mind you
would ponder over some high meditation, with only the
Muses as your companions—you were never less alone than
when in their company . . ."

For Petrarch and his contemporaries, the image of
the Muses, and concomitantly of musaeum, was
directly tied to their personal and collective attempts
to enter die world of antiquity, regardless of temporal
and physical constraints.

More than the claims of erudition or the revival of
classical texts through philology, humanism was
structured around the objects that served as a basis
for most intellectual and cultural activities. Whether
it was the Roman ruins that occupied Ciriaco
d'Ancona and Francesco Colonna,19 which gradually
emerged as more than just a clutter of objects to
define 'antiquity' from the late fourteenth century
onwards, or the jumble of natural objects that served
as the basis for a new reading of nature in die works of
Renaissance natural philosophers such as Aldro-
vandi, Cesalpino, Gesner, and Mattioli, the philo-
sophical programmes that constituted Renaissance
humanism could not have existed without the pro-
liferation of artefacts that provided food for diought.
Humanism was primarily an archaeological enter-
prise in the sense that it reified scholarship by trans-
lating vague antiquarian and philosophical concerns
into specific projects, whose existence was predicated
upon the possession of objects. From this perspect-
ive, die proliferation of museums in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries can be seen as a logical out-
come of the desire to gather materials for a text. The
pursuit and revival of classical language, literature,
and philosophy that have most commonly been
identified as the core of die humanists' programmes
could not have arisen without die recognition diat the
piles of information, scattered throughout the world,
might be shown to mean something were diey to be
brought into die study and compared: collecting was
about the confrontation of ideas and objects, as old
cosmologies met new ways of perceiving, that fuelled
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the learned and curious discourses of early modern
Europe.

More importantly, the museum fulfilled the new
sense of history as sketched by the humanists. 'Anti-
quity' could only serve as a reference point to
'modernity' once the two had been defined as being
inherently more 'advanced' (and therefore compat-
ible) than the intermediary period that Petrarch
would call the Middle Ages. Thus the direct link
between contemporary museums and the ancient
musaeum stressed the classical images of erudition
and learning to reinforce the image of the Renais-
sance as a newly constituted version of the etymo-
logically ordained home of the Muses.

Reviewing the classical literature on musaeum, it is
evident that the idea of collecting was simultaneously
an open and a closed concept. While gardens and
groves were museums without walls, unlocatable in
time or even place, the conflation of study with
musaeum spatially confined it. The comparative and
taxonomic functions of humanist collecting needed a
defined space in which to operate, in part to identify
the producers of and the audience for the museum,
that is, the intellectual elite of the Renaissance who
identified themselves as patrons of learning; thus
musaeum was a locating principle, circumscribing the
space in which learned activities could occur.

The growth of humanist circles in the courts,
churches, academies and publishing houses of
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Europe signalled the
beginnings of a more social and contemporaneous
setting for the Muses. Praising the writing of Lorenzo
de' Medici inspired by the 'vernacular Muses', the
philosopher Giovanni Pico della Mirandola clearly
delineated the difference between professional and
amateur notions of scholarship within a humanistic
framework. 'To them [Dante and Petrarch] the
Muses were their ordinary and principle employ-
ment,' remarked Pico, 'to you, an amusement and a
relaxation from cares.'20 Developing the Ciceronian
theme of intellectual activity as the complement of
and ideal preparation for the vita activa, Pico lauded
Lorenzo's ability to combine stadium with otium.

By the sixteenth century, museums as studies pro-
liferated throughout Europe, claiming direct inherit-
ance from their classical antecedents. Perhaps the
most explicit example of the Muse-Museum analogy
occurred in the decoration of Paolo Giovio's museum
near Como. Built on the supposed ruins of Pliny's
fabled villa at Borgo Vico between 1538 and 1543,
Giovio's museo fulfilled its classical paradigm to the
letter and became the prototype for many other

museums which followed. Visiting the villa shortly
after its completion in 1543, Anton Francesco Doni
wrote to Agostino Landi of its wonderous contents.
He particularly praised 'a most miraculous Room
depicting all of the muses one by one with their
instruments . . . [which] . . . one calls properly the
Museum.'21 Equally we can point to Leonello
d'Este's studio at Ferrara, decorated with images of
the Muses, or Federigo da Montefeltro's Tempietto
delle Muse, strategically located below his famous
studiolo at Urbino.22 In all of these instances, form
revealed function; for the images reinforced the con-
templative and literally 'museaF purpose of the
rooms.

The culmination of this phase of humanism,
emphasizing the dialectical relationship between
active and contemplative purposes of study, is best
illustrated by a famous and often-cited passage from
Machiavelli. In a letter of 1513 to the Florentine
ambassador to Rome, Francesco Vettori, Machiavelli
elegantly suggested the ways in which his personal
relationship with the study of antiquity shaped his
intellectual and political life. Describing his daily
activities in exile, Machiavelli underscored the
facility with which he translated his persona from one
context to another:

In the morning, I get up with the sun and go out into a grove
that I am having cut; there I remain a coupie of hours to look
over the work of the past day and kill some time with the
woodsmen, who always have on hand some dispute either
among themselves or among their neighbours . . . When I
leave the grove, I go to a spring, and from there into my
aviary. I have a book in my pocket, either Dante or Petrarch
or one of the minor poets, as Tibullus, Ovid and the like. I
read about their tender passions and their loves, remember
mine, and take pleasure for a while in thinking about them.
Then I go along the road to the inn, talk with those who pass
by, ask the news of their villages, learn various things, and
note the varied tastes and different fancies of men . . . In the
evening, I return to my house and go into my study
[scrittoio]. At the door I take off the clothes I have worn all
day, mud spotted and dirty, and put on regal and courtly
garments. Thus appropriately clothed, I enter into the
ancient courts of ancient men, where, being lovingly
received, I feed on the food which is mine alone and which I
was born for; I am not ashamed to speak with them and to
ask the reasons for their actions, and they courteously
answer me. For four hours I feel no boredom and forget
every worry; I do not fear poverty, and death does not terrify
me. I give myself completely over to the ancients."

What is particularly interesting to note here is the
way in which Machiavelli utilized both the pastoral
and monastic ideals of musaeum, interspersing his
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moments of intellectual reprieve with more sociable
practices, to develop one of the most politically aware
statements of the early sixteenth century, The Prince

Yet at the same time it is obvious that he con-
sidered his study an inner sanctum—'cubiculum
secretius, ubiquis studio velscripturaevacat', as Du Cange
described it.24 More closely, Machiavelli's scrittoio
resembled the cubiculum in which Poggio Bracciolini
conducted his studies of antiquity in the early
fifteenth century.25 Like Tasso's Malpiglio, Machi-
avelli entered his studio to flee the multitude (Juggir la
moltitudine).u We are still far from the institutional
ideal of cultural activity as connoted by the current
use of museum. None the less it is important to note
the specific grounding of intellectual (or rather
museum-like) activities in the context of the studio. 'I
wish to bring together all of my books, writings and
materials for study [cose da studio],' wrote the prelate
and papal nuncio Ludovico Beccadelli in 1555 to his
cousin, who was planning a studio for Beccadelli's
secretary, Antonio Giganti, upon his return to
Bologna. Later in the century, the humanist Giganti
described his collection as 'my studio, more than
studio one calls it a collection of various foreign and
natural trinkets.'27 For the sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century humanists and collectors, more
than their predecessors, it was the explicit identifica-
tion between musaeum and studio, and a number of
other terms discussed below, that shaped the social
and ultimately the public function of the museum.

Encyclopaedic Strategies

At first instance, the Renaissance notion of museum
defined imaginary space. Born of the humanist desire
to codify the intellectual experience of the self-
proclaimed scholar, it was a methodological premise
that translated itself into a wide variety of social and
cultural forms.

One of the most important intellectual traditions
with which the practice of collecting aligned itself
was that of encyclopaedism. While the medieval
encyclopaedic tradition emphasized knowledge as a
continuum, an unbroken plane of information, the
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century encyclopaedic
tradition delighted in discontinuities.28 Nowhere was
this more evident than in the structure of the
museum. Using the term musaeum as a starting point,
we can trace the foliation of this structure, as word
after word from the encyclopaedic corpus—theatre,
treasure, mirror, forest, and microcosm to list only a

63

few—became identified with the language of collect-
ing. My purpose here is to relate the presence of
museums to the explosion of encyclopaedic tradi-
tions, both old and new, that supported and shaped
the activity of collecting through the explicit identifi-
cation of musaeum with encyclopaedic paradigms.

On a more abstract level, the process of widening
the horizons of musaeum operated in a fashion similar
to the premise of the Renaissance encyclopaedia.
Musaeum became the axis through which all other
structures of collecting, categorizing, and knowing
intersected; interweaving words, images, and things,
it provided a space common to all.29

The use of the term musaeum was not confined only
to the tangible; museum was foremost a mental
category and collecting a cognitive activity that could
be appropriated for social and cultural ends. As an
ironic comment on the construction of collections in
the late seventeenth century, Sir Thomas Browne
created a guidebook to an imaginary museum entitled
the Museum Clausum, or Bibliotheca Abscondita ('The
Enclosed Museum or Secret Library'). 'I am Bold to
present you with a list of a collection, which I may
justly say you have not seen before.'30 Dismissing the
encyclopaedic projects of Aldrovandi, Gesner,
Kircher, and other subscribers to the Aristotelian and
Plinian paradigms, Browne invoked the mental
structure of collecting to attack its premise, creating a
museum so complete and so closed that no one had
ever penetrated it. Filling in the gaps in his hypo-
thetical museum of knowledge with improbable
marginalia—a cross made out of a frog's bone, the
works of Confucius in Spanish and the like—he criti-
cized the epistemological framework of the museum
which gave a macrocosmic gloss to every object it
encountered. 'I have heard some with deep sighs
lament the lost lines of Cicero; others with as many
groans deplore the combustion of the library of Alex-
andria: for my own part, I think there be too many in
the world, and could with patience behold the urn
and ashes of the Vatican.'31

In asking ourselves to what extent the language of
collecting penetrated other activities, we need first to
consider the fact that the descriptive models of
collecting co-opted the linguistic paradigms of
encyclopaedism. Certainly the expansion of categor-
ies such as teatro and cornucopia, words relevant in a
much more general context which initially held little
or no meaning for collecting, suggests that the
collectors of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
drew on a broad humanistic heritage in developing
more precise and differentiated ways to articulate the
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experience of musaeum. A museum was not the only
'theatre of nature'; Kircher described Sicily in exactly
the same words due to the natural diversity and
fecundity that he observed in his visit to the island
during the eruption of Vesuvius in 1660." From the
same perspective, the microscope was 'both recept-
acle and Theatre of the most miraculous Works of
Nature' because the lens created a panoramic effect,
reinforcing the relativity between museum as theatre
and the theatrum mundiP

The language of collecting during this period also
supported the conflation of museum and theatre.
Francesco Calzolari's natural history collection was a
museum because it was gathered 'dum uno in theatro,
aut Musaeo.' Or as Giovanni Porro wrote of the
museum in the botanical garden at Padua, 'And in
this little Theatre, almost a little world, one will
orchestrate the spectacle of all of nature's wonders.'14

Similarly the ideal of a studio was a closed space: a
room without windows that achieved completeness
through closure.33

Musaeum was a classificatory structure for a wide
variety of texts, whose sorting and organizing pro-
cesses fulfilled the taxonomic principle of collection.
Numerous books—ranging from collections of poetry
such as Lorenzo Legati's Musei Poetriarum (1668) to
Mabillon and Germain's famous guidebook, the
Museum Italicum (1687-89)—utilized the image of
museum to denote the process of compiling and
collating.36

Similarly the logic of collecting supported the use
of parallel structures to describe the mental process
of collecting. In 1549 Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605)
was called to Rome on suspicion of heresy. Quickly
cleared of the charges, Aldrovandi spent the rest of
the year exploring the ancient ruins of the city. The
resulting book, Delle statue romane antiche (1556), was
one of the first guidebooks to antiquarian collections
in Rome. Reflecting on the process of writing the
treatise, Aldrovandi emphasized the ways in which
the creation of the book itself had taken the shape of a
'museum' (scrivere et raccogliere, come in un Theatro)}1

Written and collected in the 'theatre' or rather
museum of the mind, Aldrovandi's words gave
expression to the breadth of the encyclopaedic spirit
that guided the collecting projects of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.38

Emphasizing the diversity, variety, and above all
the copiousness of the Museum Hermeticum (1678), the
anonymous editor assured his readers that they were
about to enter a museum of alchemy that reduced the
literature on this subject to a manageable entity.3'

PAULA FINDLEN

Similarly the emerging scientific journals often
included words such as 'repository', 'collection', and
'museum' in their titles to underline the reductive
nature of the enterprise, for the pages formed intel-
lectual walls in the same way that the perfect shape of
the theatre closed and completed a concept. If a
dictionary, a collection of words, could be called a
galleria di parole, as the first Crusca vocabulary was,
then it was evident that almost any book which func-
tioned in a similar manner would also fall under the
rubric of'museum'.40

The language used to describe museum catalogues
best illustrates the flexible relationship between text
and context. If nature, for example, was the text from
which the Renaissance naturalists chose their mater-
ials, then their museums were literally the 'con-texts';
likewise the textuality of the artefacts was borne out
by the catalogues which described and represented
them. The apothecary Ferrante Imperato was
described by contemporaries as the 'author of so rich
and celebrated a Museum'—an authorship attested
not only by the publication of his Historia naturale
(1599), but more concretely by the existence of his
theatre of nature. Aldrovandi described his fellow
collector Calzolari's catalogue as 'his printed
Museum', again to distinguish it from the equally
tangible one that he visited in Verona in 1571;
similarly Kircher's assistant Gaspar Schott asked for
the Galleria descritta while writing his book on uni-
versal magic. The Milanese cleric Manfredo Settala,
on the other hand, distinguished between his 'ver-
nacular Museum' and his Latin museum as texts for
two different types of audiences.41 The catalogue as 'a
reduced Museum' or 'little Museum' functioned as
the museum's own microcosm.42 The encyclopaedic
process was one that needed to unfold from begin-
ning to end; like Russian dolls or Chinese boxes,
there was always the anticipation of an even smaller,
overlapping version of the preceding object.

Beyond museum catalogues, most collectors
understood their writings to belong to the larger
vision of the encyclopaedic enterprise. Remarking on
the richness of Hernandez's descriptions of Mexican
flora and fauna, which had recently come into the
possession of the Accademia dei Lincei, Marc Welser
commented that the manuscript 'merits the name of
treasure [thesoro] and not of book'. The founder of the
same academy, Federico Cesi, described his own
research as a 'Theatre of Nature', a term most
frequently used for the natural history collections of
the period.43

Aldrovandi designated his own publication
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schemes as 'the history of my Museum'. At times his
manuscripts were referred to more simply as the
musaeum itself, and they were certainly remarked
upon by visitors as being one of the richest aspects of
his legacy.44 The text, as storia, furnished what the
collection could not, completing it in the process.
'Besides what I have lately observed in my Museum, I
have also written a history entitled the Thesaurus rerum
naturalium ... here one will find all of the things . . .
that are not in our Museum.' Urging his brother
Francesco to underwrite the publication of Aldro-
vandi's texts as early as 1576, Ferdinando de' Medici
praised the manuscripts as 'almost a part of that
studio'.*s The museum was located neither in the text
nor in the context; rather it was the interplay between
the two that shaped its function and completed its
purpose.

Museums were textual structures both in a literal
and figurative sense. Created from the materials
available to the Renaissance collector, they served as
reference points for the reading that the humanist
educational programme required of the educated
elite. In understanding why a collector acquired or
coveted a particular object, one needed to participate
in the textual strategy of encyclopaedism. 'Moreover
how much light would we glean from interpreting the
passages of writers, principally Pliny, if we had in
sight those things which he told only with words,'
lamented Federico Borromeo in his Musaeum
(1625).46 The existence of the museum testified to the
memory of the texts which shaped it, creating copies
of'originals' that had long since disappeared.

In a classical and medieval sense, most compendia
were museums because, like Pliny's Natural History or
the medieval encyclopaedias, they compiled and
stored knowledge in a comprehensive fashion. As
Pliny outlined in the preface to his monumental work:

[It] is not books but store-houses [thesauros] that are
needed; consequently by perusing about 2000 volumes, very
few of which, owing to the abstruseness of their contents
[secretium materiae] are ever handled by students, we have
collected in 36 volumes 20,000 noteworthy facts obtained
from one hundred authors that we have explored, with a
great number of other facts in addition that were either
ignored by our predecessors or have been discovered by
subsequent experience.47

Such a literal and quantitative schematization was
also evident in the acquisitive nature of Renaissance
collecting. Surely Aldrovandi's and Gesner's dreams
of an alphabetically organized, perfect universe
fulfilled (or at least attempted to fulfill) Pliny's
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encyclopaedic paradigm. Like Pliny, Aldrovandi was
obsessed with the size of his collection; not a week
passed without his re-counting the total number of
'facts' he had accumulated. 'If I wanted to describe
the variety of fish observed, depicted and dried by
me, that can be seen by everyone in our microcosm,
truly it would be necessary to consume many pages
simply to name them .. .'48 The collector's activity
was one that absorbed him completely; when
Jacopino Bronzino described Aldrovandi as 'con-
sumed in the history of natural things'4' he aptly sum-
marized the encyclopaedic passion for working
within one's material, allowing it to absorb the
scholar in the process.

'[I am] hoping to see something beautiful in your
care,' wrote Aldrovandi to Alfonso Pancio, physician
to the d'Este family in Ferrara, 'not ever being sated
by the learning of new things. Not a week passes—I
will not say a day—in which I am not sent something
special. Nor is it to be wondered at, because this
science of nature is as infinite as our knowledge.'50

Drawing upon Pliny's list of Greek titles in the
manner of Giovio, Aldrovandi named his largest
project, under which all others were to be subsumed,
the Pandechion Epistemonicon, which he defined as 'a
universal forest of knowledge, by means of which one
will find whatever the poets, theologians, lawmakers,
philosophers and historians . . . have written on any
natural or artificial thing one wished to know about or
compose.>S1 Throughout the half-century in which
Aldrovandi was active as a collector he constantly
strove to fill the space he had created. Words, images,
and texts were all incorporated into the universal
encyclopaedia of knowledge that he visualized.

The omnipresence of Aldrovandi's pandechion
evidenced itself in his flexible use of the term. Like
other encyclopaedic terms, it was a semantic
structure organized to include 'not only the notion of
abundance itself but also the place where abundance
is to be found, or, more strictly, the place and its
contents.'52 On the most general level, Aldrovandi
described his collection of objects as a 'cimilarchio
and pandechio of the things generated in this inferior
world'. Thus the encyclopaedia was tangible, defined
by the experiential data which constituted one part of
his collection. Although he rarely used this term to
refer to any but his own collection, the Tuscan Grand
Duke's collection also merited such a name, because
it was 'full of an infinite number of experimental
secrets'.53 Not surprisingly, the principle of plenitude
was operative in his decision to designate it as an
encyclopaedic structure. In similar fashion, the first
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cataloguer of Francesco Calzolari's natural history
museum in sixteenth-century Verona called it, among
other things, a cornucopia.54 If nature was the 'cornu-
copian text' which held the interest of the naturalist,
then the museum itself was the receptacle of copia.

Discussing with Matthias Lobel some of his rare
dessicated plants, 'which I conserve pasted in fifteen
volumes in my Pandechion of nature for the utility of
posterity', Aldrovandi reiterated the textual nature of
the artefacts, which became 'books' organized
according to his taxonomy of nature. 'For a full
supply of facts [copia rerum] begets a full supply of
words', counselled Cicero.55

Most importantly, there was the Pandechion proper:
eighty-three volumes containing scraps of paper
which Aldrovandi and his assistants had meticulously
cut and alphabetically organized until i58o,.S6 Almost
unintelligible to the modern reader, this compen-
dium functioned as a lexicon on almost any known
subject. Responding to Lorenzo Giacomini's ques-
tions on wine-making in a letter of 1587, Aldrovandi
quoted Pliny but could not remember the exact
citation. 'But where he [Pliny] teaches it, for now I
can't recall, though I have seen it and glossed it from
head to foot. And if you were able to run through my
Epistemonicon, you would have found it and infinite
other observations . . . ' " For Aldrovandi the encyclo-
paedia was located neither in the text nor in die
object alone; rather it was die dialectic between res
and verba that fully defined die universality of his
project.

The Jesuits put their World in Order

While Aldrovandi's encyclopaedic schemes confined
themselves to the territory that the Aristotelian
corpus had previously defined, his commentary serv-
ing as a gloss on predefined categories, the specu-
lations of seventeenth-century natural philosophers
moved beyond this realm. In contrast to sixteenth-
century encyclopaedism, which attempted to fill die
paradigms prescribed by die classical canons, die
logic of seventeendi-century collecting precluded
such an unmitigated acceptance of earlier categories,
particularly because die frustrated attempts of pre-
decessors such as Aldrovandi and Gesner to flesh out
ancient collecting projects indicated that new
methods needed to be found and new questions
needed to be asked.

The influx of artefacts from die New World and
other parts of the globe now reached by Europeans
paved die way for new models of knowledge, as

collectors found traditional explanations to be
increasingly unsatisfactory for die information diat
they could now incorporate in dieir museums.58

Simultaneously, events such as the Reformation and
die ensuing religious and political batdes waged
across Europe from die early sixteendi century until
die Peace of Westphalia in 1648, destabilized die
social, political, and religious order diat had seemed
unshakable only a century before (although its roots
had certainly eroded long before 1517 in anticipation
of diese changes). Thus the seventeendi-century
natural philosopher, die creator of die new encyc-
lopaedia, was in search of a new model to explain a
perplexing, increasingly illogical and pluralistic
world.

'How truly enormous is die field of knowledge',
exclaimed Federico Cesi, founder of die Accademia
dei Lincei at the beginning of die century, 'large in
the copiousness of speculations as in die copiousness
of readings.'59 While the activities of Cesi and his
academicians aligned diemselves firmly widi die
camp of Galileo and die 'new' science of die period, a
response diat effectively eliminated die significance
of the encyclopaedic project by refashioning it into a
heuristic category,60 die speculations of Jesuits such
as Adianasius Kircher (1602-80) and Gaspar Schott
took a more eclectic turn. As R. J. W. Evans describes
in his study of Habsburg intellectual life, die philo-
sophical trajectories of Catholic Reformation culture
lent an exoticism to intellectual discourse diat was
not evident in scholarship of die previous century."
The Jesuit response to die relativity of dieir world
was to expand outward, in ever-increasing concentric
circles, incorporating bodi old and new widiin a
traditional yet flexible framework, as attested by dieir
missionary activities in Europe, die New World and
Asia. The quest for pansophia reached its apex in die
eclectic attempts by die Jesuits (and later, in a differ-
ent context, Leibniz and Wolff) to develop universal
structures diat syndiesized humanist philosophies
and non-Western cultures widi the more program-
matic and dogmatic policies of die post-Tridentine
church.

The encyclopaedic impulse was not confined to
the Cadiolic world alone, aldiough it was undoubt-
edly more pervasive in an atmosphere in which die
retention of ancient models of knowledge was linked
to the persistence of orthodoxy and tradition. For die
purpose of limiting my study, due to die richness of
material on Italian collecting and die readily appar-
ent links between die persistence of encyclopaedic
models and the role of collecting in die seventeendi-
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century courts and ecclesiastic circles, I have chosen
to focus on Catholic collecting rather than looking at
both Protestant and Catholic activities together.
While I do not believe that collecting and religious
affiliation were inevitably intertwined, in many
instances—particularly in the case of Kircher in
Rome and his contemporary and fellow cleric
Manfredo Settala in Milan—religious conviction did
play a part in the shape and function of seventeenth-
century museums.

Spending most of his life in Rome, clearing-house
for the Jesuit missionary activities, Kircher was able
to draw on the resources of an entire order to sate his
thirst for knowledge of non-Western civilizations;
books, artefacts, and reports from all corners of the
globe flowed into his museum at the Roman College
weekly. From these Kircher derived his theories on
universal language and the universality of many other
aspects of the natural and supernatural world, all part
of the Christianizing mission of the post-Tridentine
church.62

One of his most interesting (and, in the minds of
modern Egyptologists, most infamous) projects con-
cerned the decipherment of hieroglyphs. Happening
upon a book on the obelisks of Rome, probably the
one written by Michele Mercati (keeper of the
Vatican minerological collection and sculpture
garden) in 1589, Kircher recognized the value of the
mysterious emblems for his studies of language and
religion. 'Immediately my curiosity was aroused and I
began to speculate on the meaning of these hiero-
glyphs', he wrote in his autobiography. 'At first I took
diem for mere decoration, designs contrived by the
imagination of the engraver, but then, on reading the
text of the book I learned that these were the actual
figures carved on ancient Egyptian monuments.
From time immemorial diese obelisks and their
inscriptions have been in Rome and so far no one has
been able to decipher them.'63

Like so many other things studied by the Jesuit, the
hieroglyphs were signs, richly encoded, that
promised to unlock the mysteries of past civilizations
and, most importantly from his theological perspect-
ive, would prove to be a means of demonstrating the
inherent compatibility of Christianity with ancient
pagan wisdom. A symbol, Kircher posited, 'leads our
mind through a kind of similitude to an understand-
ing of something very different from the things which
offer themselves to our external senses; whose prop-
erty is to be hidden under a veil of obscurity.'64 Thus
Kircher's studies of Egyptian symbols, like his in-
vestigations of Chinese philosophy, ciphers and

musical theories of universal harmony, and his
attempts to draw forth a theory of universal mag-
netism or panspermia from the natural world, were
shaped to fit a hermetic and metaphoric image of the
world which assumed diat every object was coded
with a larger, more universal significance. Applied to
the passion for collecting, hermeticism postulated
that the museum would be a visually coded presenta-
tion of occult knowledge. The world itself was a
tangled web of meanings; it remained only for the
collector to penetrate its layers through the com-
parative, taxonomic, and ultimately encyclopaedic
nature of his project.

The social configuration of such grandiose projects
could only have been the libraries and museums
created to organize and assimilate the explosion of
knowledge experienced by the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. What was a bibliotheca but a collec-
tion of books, a 'multitudo librorum' as Comenius
defined it?65 Libraries formed an essential part of
collections; rarely did a museum not have a library
attached to it.66 Carlo Antonio del Pozzo's library in
Rome was described as a 'true hotel of the Muses',
reinforcing the idea that the library was indeed a
museum; likewise the Medici library in Florence was
described by Diderot as so copious that 'only the
[term] musaeum Florentinum can justly represent this
magnificent cabinet.'67

While the emergence of public libraries during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries signalled the
creation of a public sphere of reading, as Roger
Chartier has argued,68 truly the most magnificent
examples of book collecting remained the private
libraries of papal Rome, and in general those within
the monastic orders throughout Europe, as evidenced
by the Biblioteca Angelica in Rome and the Bib-
liotheque de Sainte Genevieve in Paris." The papal
nipote Francesco Barberini, favourite of Urban VIII
and an active member of Cesi's Lincean Academy,
amassed a collection that was still the wonder of
Rome a century later. 'There are other wonderful
libraries in Rome,' observed Diderot after surveying
the Vatican holdings, 'particularly that of Cardinal
Francesco Barberini, which is reputed to contain
25,000 printed volumes and 5000 manuscripts.'70

Barberini's collection of books, as well as art and
natural objects, was so well known that scholars vied
with each other to give him their books. Over the
course of several years the Paduan Aristotelian
Fortunio Liceti presented Barberini with his most
recent publications, hoping that the Cardinal would
honour him by making place for them in his 'most
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noble Museum'.71 As Liceti recognized, Barberini's
collection was truly a musaeum, his own small offering
about to be subsumed within its universal and uni-
versalizing structure.

Not surprisingly, collectors who prided themselves
on their ability to organize knowledge also turned
their attention to the classification of books. Aldro-
vandi, for example, dissected the subject organization
of libraries with the same passion that he catalogued
nature and every other part of the human experience.
Like the Swiss naturalist Conrad Gesner, Aldrovandi
perceived his encyclopaedia of nature to be depend-
ent on his more general encyclopaedia of knowledge
itself. Thus bibliographies were hoarded as if the
names of the books themselves symbolically con-
veyed the possession of their contents.72

Strategies for collecting were not only designed to
fulfil the humanistic desire for prisca scientia:
museums and libraries of this period also conveyed
political and religious messages. Claude Clemens,
librarian to Philip III of Spain, described the Escorial
as 'this Museum of Christendom'; attuned to the
rhetoric of the Catholic Reformation he proposed a
library that collected and ordered knowledge in order
to control it. Not only were libraries necessary for
their public utility for a growing community of
scholars; they also protected the Catholic world from
false erudition.73 In an age in which even the Jesuits
had been refused their privilege to use prohibited
books that had not been corrected by the official
censors (though one wonders how Kircher was able
to transgress this rule), there was a great fear of in-
formation falling into the wrong hands. A number of
times during his career, Aldrovandi had to submit his
library for Inquisitorial inspection, and found many
of his books—those by Cardano, Delia Porta and
Pomponazzi for example—confiscated as a result.74

The encyclopaedic vision of knowledge, born of
the humanist desire to recapture the knowledge of the
ancient world, was used for a variety of purposes by
the seventeenth century. The museum had become
not only an instrument of erudition, but a means for
proselytizing. While Kircher's brand of intellectual
pyrotechnics was undoubtedly too eclectic (and
potentially philosophically dangerous) for the main-
stream Catholic Church, none the less his work was
allowed to coexist alongside more orthodox philo-
sophy in an atmosphere fraught with the tension of
the Galileo condemnations.75 While we cannot
pretend to do anything more than speculate on the
reasons for such laxity, it is possible mat the Church,
already overly dependent on the Jesuit educational

programme, recognized the social value of a highly
public figure such as Kircher, even if they were suspi-
cious of the intellectual premise of his research. Most
importantly, Kircher's willingness to submit all of his
findings to a strictly hierarchical notion of the
universe, was in keeping with the Thomist basis of
the Jesuit teachings.

From the universal strategies of the sixteenth-
century natural philosophers such as Aldrovandi,
Cardano, and Gesner to the Christian strategies of
their seventeenth-century counterparts within the
Catholic Church, the museum was designed as the
most complete response to the crisis of knowledge
provoked by the expansion of the natural world
through the voyages of discovery and exploration, the
concomitant explosion of information about the
world in general and, more particularly, the moral
and social imbalance created by the religious and
political events of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. In an age of religious plurality, to 'know'
was fraught with tensions; the humanist response of
Aldrovandi and his contemporaries was to be open to
any available strategy for framing the world, an open-
ness that frequently brought them into trouble with
the institutional church, as attested by Aldrovandi's,
Cardano's and Delia Porta's brushes with the In-
quisition and the actual condemnations of Bruno and
Campanella.76 The seventeenth-century response
diffused potentially 'black' magic through the puri-
fication rituals of the Jesuit scientific work in the case
of Kircher and his disciples, subsuming natural
philosophy to Christian theology, while still leaving
the encyclopaedic framework intact. This was most
apparent in the structure of museums which, until the
end of the eighteenth century, continued to conjoin
art and nature in fulfillment of Pliny's premise that
everything in this theatre of the world was worthy of
memory. From mental to textual to actual museums,
the structure of lAusaeum was designed to intermingle
harmoniously the natural and the artificial, the real
and the imaginary, and the ordinary and the extra-
ordinary, to underscore not only the fecundity of the
universe but the breadth of the human faculties for
comprehending and explaining the theatrum mundi.

Texts and Contexts: Defining Museal Space

Returning to an earlier theme—how did the museum
make the transition from private to public?—we need
to re-enter the social world of collecting to trace
briefly the development of the 'public' museum.
While Machiavelli, encamped in his scrittoio, con-
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ceived his intellectual pursuits to be a means of re-
entering public life in absentia through the medium of
literature, he did not conceive of scholarship perse as
a socially-grounded enterprise. Despite the imprint
of the Alexandrian museum as a paradigm of collect-
ive intellectual activity, manifested in the formation
of humanist circles around the ntusaei of Pietro
Bembo and Guillaume Bude for example, the idea of
study outside of the university studio was predom-
inantly an isolated and isolating process.77 In contrast
to the notion of the academy, one of the most import-
ant centres for extra-university intellectual and cul-
tural activity from the sixteenth century onwards
(whose emergence was distinct from the museum
though later influential in its institutionalization), the
museum was at first defined by the domestic, and
therefore private, space which it inhabited.78

In his will of 5 March 1604 the apothecary
Francesco Calzolari left 'the studio di antichita that is
in my house in Verona' to his nephew.7' Certain
aspects of collecting reinforced the notion that a
museum needed to be circumscribed by domestic
activity. 'And he who delights in letters must not keep
his books in the public study [scrittoio comune], but
must have a studiolo apart, in the most remote corner
of the house. It is best and healthy if it can be near the
bedroom, so that one can more easily study.'80

Surviving plans for late Renaissance museums
support such an organization. The studio of Antonio
Giganti in Bologna, secretary to Ludovico Beccadelli
and to Gabriele Paleotti and a friend of Aldrovandi,
testifies to the conscious placement of a collection
within the interior space of a house; its only entrance
was the 'door that opens into the bedroom'.81 The
collector, called by the Muses, retired to his study in
the same way that he retired to his bedroom.
Similarly cabinet, as it evolved in seventeenth-century
French, connoted the closet beyond the main bed-
chamber.82 As Carlo Dionisotti points out, however,
the distinctions between public and private need to
be considered with care in order to understand their
relevance for the early modern period; a bedroom,
theoretically the most intimate of spaces, was not
fully private, nor for that matter was a museum.83

Advice to construct museums, libraries and studies
in proximity to the most 'personal' space in the home
drew not only on contemporary experience with the
arrangement of such rooms, but also on Alberti's
classically inspired designs. Describing the layout of
a country house in his Ten Books on Architecture (1415),
Alberti specified that 'The Wife's Chamber should
go into the Wardrobe; the Husband's into the
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Library.'8"1 While Alberti sharply defined the studio as
exclusively masculine space, an image borne out by
the relative absence of women in the sphere of
collecting, we can point to several noteworthy excep-
tions—the Grotta and studiolo of Isabella d'Este at
Mantua being one of the most famous examples.85

For the most part, however, collecting emerged out of
a private and domestic culture that was almost
exclusively male: a space reserved within the home
for scholarly activity (analogous to the contemplative
space of the private family chapel) whose purpose
was not entirely divested of public life. A museum
was created as much for self-promotion as out of
genuine interest in the artefacts assembled in it: in
this respect it was at once public and private, mascu-
line space within the domicile, and therefore by
nature public in the broadest sense of the term.86

The museum, as orbus in domo, mediated between
public and private because it quite literally attempted
to bring the world into the home. The endless flow of
goods, information, and visitors that appeared on the
doorsteps of the most well-known museums deter-
mined that the collections of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries could no longer be the hidden
worlds suggested by medieval and monastic images of
studiumF 'If after the arrival of my scribe, Giovan
Corneglio, I have not responded to your letter as
quickly as you wished,' wrote Aldrovandi to the
humanist Giovan Vincenzo Pinelli from his museum,
'Your Most Illustrious Signor will excuse me for
having been continuously occupied in various nego-
tiations, public as well as private.'88 The antiquary
Giovan Vincenzo della Porta, 'a man no less learned
than unusual for the vast knowledge which he
possesses', was singled out for 'having through his
own efforts created a most noble Museum to which
scholars come from the furthest corners of Europe,
drawn by its fame.'89 As we know from the inventories
of his brother's home in 1615, the Della Porta collec-
tions were indeed private yet open spaces, publicized
through the informal networks of correspondence
that formed the basis of the scientific and intellectual
communities of late Renaissance Europe. In asking
ourselves how did the 'private' become 'public' we
need to dissect the sociological process of collecting
that identified collectors to each other as well as for a
larger audience.90

The constellation of terms used to describe
collecting by the late sixteenth century created a
unified conceptual sphere that fully demonstrated the
museum's roles in the public and private realms. By
now 'study' connotes a room for private study with
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'museum' as its public counterpart. Yet the polariza-
tion of these two categories has evolved only in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as the images of
'public' and 'private' have also become fixed
opposites. Conversely, as discussed earlier, it was
only in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that the
social and philosophical purposes of museum and
studio were conjoined; it remained for the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries to begin the process
of extraction that ultimately set the two words apart.
Aldrovandi's collection of natural rarities in Bologna
was called simultaneously museo, studio, theatro,
microcosmo, archivio, and a host of other related terms,
all describing the different ends served by his collec-
tion and, more importantly, alluding to the analogies
between each structure." In the mid-seventeenth
century, Ovidio Montalbani, superintendent of the
Studio Aldrovandi, distinguished between the public
Aldrovandi collection which he oversaw (Museum)
and his personal, and therefore private, collection
through the use of the diminutive (privatumMuseoIum;
Museolum meum).n

As Claudio Franzoni suggests in his study of anti-
quarian collecting, one of the most important lin-
guistic divisions within the vocabulary of collecting
concerns- the distinction between terms which
defined a collection spatially and those which alluded
to its philosophical configuration." Words such as
stanza, casa, casino, guardaroba, studiolo, tribuna, gal-
leria, organized the domestic and civic terrain of the
museum. 'One can truly call your Casino a house of
nature, where so many miraculous experiments are
done', wrote Aldrovandi to Francesco, alluding to the
Grand Duke's domestication of nature in his al-
chemical laboratory at San Marco.94 The famous col-
lection of Flavio Chigi in seventeenth-century Rome
was described as a 'room of curiosities'; again the col-
lection was defined by the space which it inhabited as
well as by the nature of its contents.95 Through a
similar process, the idea of musaeum became asso-
ciated increasingly with the physical space of the
studio. Many letters of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, most notably those of Aldrovandi and Cesi,
are signed 'ex Musaeo nostro' or 'written from the
Cesi museum'.96

Equally intriguing is the well-documented con-
fusion over the naming of the famous studiolo of
Francesco I (1569-87) in Florence. The humanist
Vincenzo Borghini, who designed the literary topoi of
the room, called it a stanzino, 'by which I mean that it
serves as a wardrobe [guardaroba] of things rare and
precious both for their value and for their craftsman-

ship'. As Lina Bolzoni and Scott Schaefer have
pointed out, the room was most often identified as
stanzino or scrittoio by contemporaries.97 Studiolo, a
microcosm of museum, described a cabinet, the
Kunstschrank that populated the Renaissance courts
of northern Europe. 'The Grand Duke has had an
ebony studiolo made of his own design, which is com-
posed according to all of the rules of Architecture',
wrote Raffaelo Borghini.98 Thus the studiolo was liter-
ally a piece of furniture, not unlike a cassone in its
function, containing the treasures of its owner in
miniature; accordingly it was located within a
domestic context, albeit a courtly one, and therefore
reinforced the private image of collecting.

The transformation of studiolo from a domestic
concept to a more public one perfectly illustrates the
ways in which the museums of the late Renaissance
continued to incorporate both private and public
notions of space in their conception and utilization.
While the studiolo of Federico da Montefeltro at
Urbino served largely personal functions and the
Grotta of Isabelle d'Este, entered only through her
studio,™ was secreted within the palace at Mantua, the
studiolo of Francesco I operated in both contexts.
Situated in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, the seat
of government, off the Sala Grande and leading into
the private family chambers, it was a striking
transition point: a room in which the Grand Duke
could seclude himself without entirely leaving the
realm of public affairs.100 Yet, on the whole,
Francesco's study was more private than public; very
few descriptions exist of it because few people-
besides the court humanist Borghini who designed
the original iconographic program of its invenzioni,
Vasari, and the other artists who worked on the
room—were ever allowed access to it. Surrounded by
the political intrigues of the Tuscan court, the studiolo
and its contents were for the Grand Duke's eyes
alone.

The privatizing tendencies of musaeum in a court
context created hermetic space. From a social
perspective, the princely studio was hermetic because
its function was exclusionary. Equally, museums
were hermetic because they were primarily intel-
lectual rather than social constructs, fabricated out of
the eclectic humanistic schemes of the Renaissance
virtuosi. 'Museum is a place where the Scholar sits
alone, apart from other men, addicted to his Studies,
while reading books', wrote Comenius.101 Scholar-
ship was a process which absorbed its participants
(studiis deditus) and the locus of study, the museum,
created an impermeable physical barrier between the
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scholar and the outside world.102 Even as late as the
eighteenth century, an age in which the museum had
truly become a public spectacle, illustrations of
museums reinforced their image as secretive and
engrossing environments.103 Interestingly enough,
the most important-and elaborate of the scrittoii built
by Vasari for Cosimo I between 1559 and 1562 was
called, among other things, the scrittoio segreto and
seems to have been the main precursor to his son
Francesco's studiolo.w From this perspective, the
scholar, as frequenter of the museum, was as much
alchemist as humanist, enhancing his reputation by
the hidden nature of his work.

The conflicting demands of the civic and hermetic
notions of a museum, both different strands of the
humanistic goals of collecting, allowed the museums
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to vacillate
between openness and closure, depending on the
individual goals of their creators. Explicitly contrast-
ing his own civic designs for a chemical laboratory
with Tycho Brahe's aristocratic laboratory and
astronomical observatory at Uraniborg, the chemical
philosopher Andreas Libavius placed the discourse
on secrecy versus openness within its scientific
context:

Thus we are not going to devise for him [the ideal natural
philosopher] just a chymeion or laboratory to use as a private
study and hideaway in order that his practice will be more
distinguished than anyone else's; but rather, what we shall
provide for him is a dwelling suitable for decorous parti-
cipation in society and living the life of a free man, together
with all the appurtenances necessary for such an exist-
ence.105

Libavius's attack on the private studio indicated his
participation in, and more importantly awareness of,
the debate on secrecy versus openness that entered a
wide range of discursive practices in the early modern
period.106 The laboratory, argued Libavius, was a
civic and not an aristocratic construct; thus the
museum had to answer to the humanistic and later
Baconian notions of utility that placed knowledge
within the public sphere through its service to
society.

The advent of printing and the development of an
expanding literate culture outside of the courts,
universities and the church signalled the decline of
the notion of intellectual privacy presupposed by the
medieval and, to a lesser extent, Renaissance notion
of collecting. By the seventeenth century the museum
had become more of a galleria than a studio: a space
through which one passed, in contrast to the static

principle of the spatially closed studio. Describing the
importance of Aldrovandi's collecting projects to
Vincenzo Campeggi, one of the gonfaloniere of
Bologna, Fra Giovanni Volura praised 'his Theatre of
nature, visited continuously by all of the scholars that
pass through here . . .'107 The civic notion of museum
placed it in motion; forever opening its doors to
visitors, the museum as galleria—a term standardized
by the public character of the Galleria degli Uffizi
and made linguistically normative through the
Crusca dictionaries of the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries—was the antithesis of the hermetic
and individually defined studio, ironically promoted
by the same creators of the former category.

The gallerie of Kircher and Settala in seventeenth-
century Rome and Milan perfectly exemplified this
addition to the tropes of collecting, for the two
museums were mentioned in most of the major travel
journals of the day as 'must-sees' on the serious
traveller's itinerary. '[N]o foreign visitor who has not
seen the museum of the Roman College can claim
that he has truly been in Rome', boasted Kircher.108

The galleria was set in motion by the constantly
changing selection of objects as well as visitors that
continuously filled the space it created—public in
conception, due to the expanded realm of sociability
that the museum promised and to the open-ended
nature of the contents that it revealed to the gaze.

Despite frequent avowals of the utilitarian ends of
the museum, made particularly by scientific col-
lectors, it is obvious that the emergence of a public
strategy of collecting did not fully eclipse the private
one. Unlike the Medici, Aldrovandi and Kircher
depended on patronage for the survival of their
projects, and this patronage most often came from
rulers who themselves had a personal interest in
collecting. While Aldrovandi proclaimed that his
studio was 'for the utility of every scholar in all of
Christendom', borne out by its accessibility during
his lifetime and by the donation of the museum to the
Senate of Bologna in 1603, he had nothing but praise
for the more self-serving activities of his patron
Francesco I.109

In defining a collection as 'public' versus 'private',
what sort of criteria can we use that would be applic-
able to an early modern context? Certainly museums
such as those of Aldrovandi, Kircher, and Settala
were not public in the sense that they were open to
people from all walks of life. The first museum to
proclaim its fully public status was the Ashmolean
Museum at Oxford, which opened its doors in 1683.
Given to the university by Elias Ashmole, a dabbler in
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chemistry, magic, and natural philosophy, the access-
ibility of the collection was remarked upon with dis-
favour by certain educated visitors in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. 'On 23 August we wished to
go to the Ashmolean Museum,' wrote the German
traveller Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach in 1710,
'but it was market day and all sorts of country-folk,
men and women, were up there (for the leges that hang
upon the door parum honeste (Zliberaliter allow every-
one to go in). So as we could have seen nothing well
for the crowd, we went down-stairs again and saved it
for another day.'

Von Uffenbach's displeasure at the literal open-
ness of the Ashmolean translated into pointed
comments about the general definition of 'public'
institutions in England. Not only did the open admis-
sion standards disintegrate the gender and class
barriers that defined the private, hence exclusive,
nature of the museum—'even the women are allowed
up here for a sixpence'—but the establishment of the
price of admission commodified the experience of
scholarship. His experience in the 'world-famed
public library of this University', the Bodleian, only
confirmed his worst fears about the dangers of the
public in a scholarly setting:

But as it costs about eight shillings and some trouble to gain
an entrance, most strangers content themselves with a
casual inspection. Every moment brings fresh spectators of
this description and, surprisingly enough, amongst them
peasants and women-folk, who gaze at the library as a cow
might gaze at a new gate with such noise and trampling of
feet that others are much disturbed."0

The pinnacle of his trip to England, a visit to the
famed Royal Society, provoked equal disillusion.
Finding the Society and its museum to be in complete
disarray, Von Uffenbach commented on the inevit-
ability of its state.

But that is the way with all public societies. For a short time
they flourish, while the founder and original members are
there to set the standard; then come all kinds of setbacks,
partly from envy and lack of unanimity and partly because
all kinds of people of no account become members; their
final state is one of indifference and sloth.'"1

The discomfort of Von Uffenbach and other
visitors with the public agenda of Baconian science
only reinforced the perception that the relationship
between private and public that existed on the con-
tinent, as far as education was concerned, was more
subtly gradated. 'In Italy one finds hardly any fully
public museums', commented Michael Bernhard
Valentini in his Museum museorum (1714)."2 Beyond

PAULA FINDLEN

Valentini's distinction between rulers and 'Privat-
Personen', museums such as Aldrovandi's studio were
'public' because they were open to any scholar with
an appropriate introduction or to anyone of exalted
rank. '[Everything in my museum] is seen by many
different gentlemen passing through this city, who
visit my Pandechio di natura, like an eighth wonder of
the world', boasted Aldrovandi. In many instances
visitors arrived with a letter of introduction. 'This
[man] is my dear friend,' explained Alfonso Cataneo,
professor of medicine and natural philosophy at the
University of Ferrara, to Aldrovandi, 'whom I have
directed to Your Excellence upon his arrival in
Bologna, since he is a doctor and a gentleman, worthy
of seeing certain little things [cosette] that interest
him. I know that you will not neglect to show him the
usual courtesy for love of me.'113

The humanist notion of utility also distinguished
the public yet inaccessible nature of court collections
from the privately owned yet open museums of
collectors such as Aldrovandi, whose university
affiliation gave his collection a public use through its
pedagogical utility, and Kircher, who also conducted
experiments and demonstrations in the Roman
College museum as part of his teaching duties. The
Roman patrician Alfonso Donnino cited his 'desire
for public good' as one of the reasons for the gift of his
collection to the Roman College in 1651."4 Equally
Filippo Bonanni, Kircher's eventual successor as
keeper of the Jesuit science museum, praised the
British collector James Petiver for making his private
museum public through the publication of his Cen-
turies, inexpensive guidebooks to his ever-expanding
natural history collection.115

Certainly Aldrovandi's desire for the establishment
of a Biblioteca pubblica was prompted by a, sense of
civic obligation. 'And therefore, wishing that my
many labours be continued after my death, for the
honour and utility of the City, and so that they may
not have been for nothing, I have elected to conserve
this Museum and Library of printed books and my
own works, leaving it to the most Illustrious Senate of
Bologna . . . ' " ' The Senate, responding in kind,
transferred Aldrovandi's collection to their most
public building to underline its part in the respublica
of the city. In 1660, when the Bolognese senator
Ferdinando Cospi requested that his own collection
be added to the civic museum, the decree ratifying
this addition described the location as the 'Studio
Aldrovando in Pubblico Palatio Bononae'."7

The visitors' books that have survived intact
provide unique and important documentation on
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Aldrovandi's museum as a public institution. Upon
seeing the museum in 1604, shortly before Aldro-
vandi's death, Pompeo Viziano marvelled at the
number of people who had visited the naturalist's
studio:

[I]n two large books, that he conserves among the others, an
infinite number of Princes, Cardinals, Prelates, Cavallieri,
and other people of note [alto affare et di elevato ingegno] that
have passed through Bologna, attest in their own hand to
having seen and diligently considered [the museum] with
great satisfaction."8

To begin with, it was not common practice in this
period to have a list of visitors; most collectors did
not have such a well-defined sense of their audience,
or more importantly, such a public image of their own
posterity through their collections, as to record who
had visited their museums. 'Cardinal Enrico
Gaetano, legate to Bologna, saw the mirabilia of
nature in the studio of doctor Ulisse Aldrovandi', read
one entry for 1587.'" Besides the book for exalted
guests, commemorating their visits, there was also a
book which recorded all of the visitors to the
museum. Composed mainly of signatures, written on
scraps of paper by Aldrovandi, his assistants and the
visitors themselves, and later pasted into the sections
which organized the names by location and pro-
fession, the sheer number of visitors testifies to the
Bolognese naturalist's willingness to open up his
Theatre of Nature to the world.120 Aldrovandi, how-
ever, not only kept records throughout his lifetime,
but specified that the names should continue to be
recorded after his death. 'It would also please me', he
specified in his gift of 1603, 'if the Gentlemen and
Men of Letters who have visited and will visit the
Museum after my death will continue to write their
names in my two books designated for this
purpose.'121 The visitors' books, rendering a degree
of eternity to the museum through the memoria of
their lists, testified to the public nature of the
scientific collecting enterprise, emerging out of the
universities, academies, and professional organ-
izations of the doctors and apothecaries in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries.

While the idea of a fully public museum would not
emerge in Italy until the early eighteenth century,
with the establishment of the museum of the Istituto
delle Scienze under Luigi Ferdinando Marsili's
sponsorship, subsuming both Aldrovandi's and
Cospi's collection in the process, and the formation
of Scipione Maffei's 'public Museum of Inscriptions'
in Verona,122 the collections of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries set the stage for this develop-
ment. During the late Renaissance the parameters of
musaeum expanded to include more public connota-
tions. No longer simply hidden worlds, a growing
number of collections foreshadowed the utilitarian
and didactic tendencies of the late seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century ideals of the museum. The most
obvious change in this realm was the increased
institutionalization of the museum, which became a
pervasive social artefact in the courts, academies, and
universities of early modern Europe. The success of
the social grounding of musaeum was due in no small
part to its coordination with the long and complex
intellectual tradition of collecting outlined above.
The museums of the late Renaissance mediated
between public and private space, straddling the
social world of collecting and the humanistic vocabu-
lary which formed its philosophical base. In its ability
to transcend cultural and temporal boundaries the
museum stood apart from other institutions, synthes-
izing new cosmologies with old. The synthetic
process that forged the Renaissance notion of musa-
eum reflected not only the syncretic abilities of six-
teenth- and seventeenth-century culture,
emphasizing the flexibility of humanism as a modus
operandi, but also its desire to collect and be col-
lected. Drawing on Du Cange's false etymological
comparison between museum and mosaic, Bonanni
defined the newly reconstituted museum at the
Roman College. 'Let us say with Du Cange that,
since by the word Opus Musiuum dicitur Mud quod tessel-
latum est lapillis variorum colorum, thus in the places
designated to the meanderings of the erudite there
may be various things, which not only delight the eyes
with the Mosaic, but enrich the mind.'123 The
museum, as mosaic, brought together the pieces of a
cosmology that had all but fallen apart in the course
of several centuries. Organizing all known ideas and
artefacts under the rubric of museum, the collectors
of the period imagined that they had indeed come to
terms with the crisis of knowledge that the fabrication
of the museum was designed to solve.
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